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December 26. 2006 Steven M. Strauss

T: (858) 550-6006
sms@cooley.com

BY HAND DELIVERY

Council President Scott Peters and Members of the San Diego City Council
CITY OF SAN DIEGO
202 C Street, 1Oth Floor
San Diego, CA92101

Re: EnvironmentalConsistencyDetermination
for the Navy Broadway Complex Project

Dear Council President Peters and Members of the City Council:

We write on behalf of Manchester Financial Group and Manchester Pacific Gateway LLC
(collectively "Manchester") regarding Centre City Development Corporation ("CCDC")'s
consistency determination that no further environmental review of the Navy Broadway Complex
Project ("the NBC Project") is necessary for full compliance with California's Environmental
Quality Act ('CEQA"). We urge you to uphold CCDC's deterrnination.

On January 9, 2007, the Council will be asked to consider two appeals challenging
CCDC's consistency determination and the supporting environmental analysis pedormed by the
Depaftment of Development Services ('DSD'). The first is an appeal by lan Trowbridge as an
individual and on behalf of the Broadway Complex Coalition dated November 8, 2006 ("the
Trowbridge appeal"). The second is an appeal by Kathryn Rhodes and Conrad Hartsell, M.D.
dated November 3, 2006 ("the Rhodes appeal").

Both the Trowbridge and the Rhodes appeals are without merit. The appeals amount to
a belated and misplaced attack on the adequacy of the 1990 NBC Project Environmental lmpact
Report ("ElR') and Environmental lmpact Statement ("ElS") (collectively "the NBC EIR'),l and
fail to provide any changed circumstances or new information that warrant further
environmental review.

Manchester Pacific Gateway and the NBC Project will be the realization of a once-in-a-
century opportunity to redevelop and energize the U.S. Navy Broadway Cornplex - arguably the
most singularly blighted urban waterfront property in the State of California - by restoring it to
diverse and complementary public, hospital i ty, private, government, cultural and environmental
uses. The NBC Project will give San Diego a world-class "front porch" on the North
Embarcadero of San Diego Bay to be enjoyed for i ts high quali ty urban design and signif icant
waterfront open space.

t The Ciry prepared and certified the NBC Project EIR under CEQA and the Navy prepared the NBC Project EIS
under federal law, the National Environmental Protection Act ("NEPA").
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l. Cout'tcll SunauaRY

California Public Resources Code section 21166 ("Section 21166") embodies a strong
presumption against subsequent or supplemental environmental review where, as here, an EIR
has been certified and CEQA'S role in the project approval process is complete. (River Valley
Pres. Project v. Metro. Transit Dev. 8d.,37 Cal. App. 4th 154, 166-68 (1995).) Subsequent or
supplemental environmental review of a project is required only if it is necessary to explore
environmental ramification of substantial change not already considered that would require
major revisions to the previous ElR. (/d.; CnL. Pua. RES. CoDE S 21166; 14 Cnl. Cooe Rees $
15162(a).)

CEQA favors finality - not further review - after an EIR is ceftified. (Laurel Heights
lmprovemenf Assn. v. Regents of University of California ("Laurel Heights ll"),6 Cal. 4th 1112,
1130 (1993); Chaparral Greens v. City of Chula Vista,50 Cal. App. 4th 1134, 1150-51 (1996).)
Section 21166 mandates that after a project secures a certified ElR, further environmental
review of that project shall not be required unless it can be shown - on the basis of substantial
evidence - that new information of substantial irnpoftance to the project, or substantial changes
in the project or the circumstances surrounding the project, demonstrate new or more severe
project-specific impacts that would require major revisions to the original project ElR.

The standard for requiring further review under Section 21166 is high and the
Trowbridge and Rhodes appeals do not establish that any exception to the strong presumption
against re-opening the environmental review process exists. ln large part, the appeals attack
the adequacy of the NBC EIR; however, the adequacy of the EIR is not at issue under Section
21166 and the time to challenge it has passed.

The only issue before the Council is whether the NBC Project environmental consistency
analysis performed by DSD and CCDC pursuant to Public Resources Code section 21166
("Section 21166') is adequate under CEQA.' (November 22,2006, City Attorney Memorandum
at 2.) The Council's resolution of this issue is entitled to substantial deference. (A Local &
Regional Monitor v. City of Los Angeles ("ALARM'), 12 Cal. App. 4th 1773, 1793 (1993).) This
deference reflects the fact that in depth environrnental review has already occurred and CEQA's
role in the approval of the NBC project is complete. (See Citizens For Responsrble Equitable
Envtl. Dev. v. City of San Diego Redev. Agency,134 Cal. App. 4th 598, 611 (2005).)

The proposed NBC Project is consistent with the Development Agreement, Development
Plan and Urban Design Guidelines executed at the same time that the City certif ied the NBC
ElR. The NBC EIR analyzed all potential environmental impacts and provided for all necessary
mitigation. Today, there is no new information of substantial imporiance to the project, or
substantial changes in circumstances, that require major revisions to the NBC ElR.

2 Although it will not raise the issue at the January 9,2007 hearing, Manchester reserves the right to argue that
CCDC's consistency determination is not a "discretionary act" as defined by Califomia Public Resources Code
section 21080(a) and, as aresult, is not governed by CEQA and does not trigger a Section 21 166 analysis.
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Accordinglv, we urge the Council to uphold CCDC's determination under CEQA Section 21166,
and find that further environmental review of the NBC Project is not required,

ll. Bncxcnouruo

A. The Navy Broadway Gomplex Development Project

In 1992, the City of San Diego ("the City") entered into a DevelopmentAgreementwith
the United States Navy ("the Navy") adopting a Development Plan and Urban Design Guidelines
for the redevelopment of the NBC Project site ("the Development Agreement"). The
Development Agreement and the NBC Project will allow the City to realize extraordinary and
significant community-wide urban design, aesthetic, economic, educational, recreational,
cultural and regional benefits and facilities. (Development Agreement ('D.A.") S 1.5(d).)

Specifically, the Development Agreement enumerates several significant benefits that
will result from the NBC Project:

. Development of a significant waterfront open space - including a 1.9 acre public open
space park for community use - for a total of at least 2.9 acres of open space

. lmproved pedestrian and vehicular access and viewscapes between the downtown and
the Bayfront

. Enhanced access by way of a major pedestrian promenade through the Navy Broadway
Complex

. Significant improvement of the visual and pedestrian environment along the Bayfront
through removal and redevelopment of industrial and warehousing uses

. A balanced mixture of public-oriented uses that will strengthen the relationship between
inland uses and the Bay and that will promote an active day and nighttime environment,
attractive to nearby residents, employees and visitors

. Up to 55,000 square feet of cultural space for public attractions such as a museum

. Sensitively scaled development that will reinforce both the existing and proposed skyline

. Distribution and massing of buildings in a way that wil l minirnize their impact on inland
views to the water
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. Opportunity to generate tax revenues from private development within the NBC Project

(See D.A. S 6; 1990 NBC Project EIS at xi i i .)

The Development Agreement outlines specific uses, building size and height, and design
guidelines, and requirements to complete noteworthy public improvements. The Development
Agreement contemplates significant development of the NBC Project Site including a maximum
of 1,650,000 square feet of office space, 1,22O,OOO square feet of hotel space, 25,000 square
feet of retail space, 55,000 square feet of museum/cultural space, parking to serve the
development and 2.9 acres of open space. The Development Agreement allows for
modification of the allocated use square footage depending on market conditions, but the overall
square footage of the Project is not to exceed 3,250,000 square feet'

The Development Agreement specifically requires that construction standards and
specifications for development on the NBC Project site comply with "City construction standards
and specifications in effect at the time that any building permits are issued." (D.A. S 5.3,)
Compliance with appropriate building and safety codes, current permitting requirements and the
Mitigation Monitoring Plan is required to ensure that any potential project impacts are mitigated
to below a level of significance.

Highlights of the proposed NBC Project and Manchester Pacific Gateway's master
development plan include:

. Approximately 2,900,000 square feet of Navy and commercial office, retail and hotel
uses and approximately 3,000 subterranean parking spaces

. 5.43 acres of open space - approxim ately 45% of the site - including a 1 .9 acre park at
Broadway and Harbor Drive, and 3.5 acres of additional open space that will be
enjoyable as plazas, park-like landscape areas and open air gathering spaces

o A special open space amenity, the Gateway Paseo, extending from Broadway south to
Seaport Village, which will be a dynamic new pedestrian urban space distinguished by
plazas, walks, lawns, fountains, public art and alfresco seating

. 40,000 square feet of cultural space for museum(s) or cultural attractions

Both DSD and CCDC have determined that the proposed NBC Project's uses and intensity are
consistent with the 1992 Development Agreement and the project assumed in the NBC ElR.

B. Environmental Review of The Navy Broadway complex Project

Also in 1992, the City cerlified a project-level Environmental lmpact Repoft ("ElR") and

Environmental lmpact Statement ("ElS') prepared in 1990 forthe NBC Project (collectively "the
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NBC ElR"), and adopted a Mit igation Monitoring Plan to govern irnplementing mit igation
measures adopted for the NBC Project.

The NBC Project EIR certified by the City specifically incorporates by reference the
analysis and conclusions of the NBC Project ElS. The NBC Project EIS addressed all potential
NBC Project impacts on land use and applicable plans, transportation and circulation, aesthetics
and viewshed, public services and utilities, socioeconomics, the physicalenvironment, biological
resources, air quality, noise, cultural resources, public health and safety, and energy and
conservation.

The NBC EIR fully analyzed the NBC Project at the project level and assumed that
buildout of the downtown area would occur consistent with the adopted land use plans.
(October 19,2006, DSD Memorandum at 1.)  The NBC EIR also indicatedthatthe precise mix
and location (by block) of land uses would be determined by future market conditions. The NBC
EIR anticipated that any changes to the NBC Project site plan will incorporate all relevant
mitigation measures identified in the NBC EIR for transportation, circulation, parking, air quality,
cultural resources, noise, and seismic hazards, among other impacts.

The NBC Project EIR assumed a total of 2,950,000 square feet of office, retail and hotel
uses and 300,000 square feet of above grade parking, with a total of 3,105 parking spaces. As
discussed below and determined by DSD and CCDC, the proposed NBC project is consistent in
uses and intensity.

The NBC EIR raised and considered potential adverse environmental impacts related to all
aspects of the NBC Project, "including, without limitation, the potential demands the Project will
make on local and regional streets, highways, parks and recreation areas, water capacity and water
lines, sewer capacity and sewer lines, flood and storm drain systems, energy conservation, school
capacity, traffic, pedestrian safety, noise and air quality impacts." (D.A. S 9.9.c.)

Through the NBC Project ElR, the City also adequately "reviewed and considered, from
a variety of perspectives, and has analyzed pursuant to a variety of assumptions, the projected
future regional and cumulative infrastructure and utility demands that will compete with
the INBC] Project for available capacities and cumulatively add to potential adverse
impacts." (D.A S 9.9.c (emphasis added).) This analysis of future and cumulative impacts
considered the possibi l i t ies that:

. Federal, local, regional and state plans, if any, for provision of new infrastructure systems or
expansion of existing infrastructure systems may be delayed, modified or abandoned

. The types, intensities, and amount of future regional development may exceed or
othenrise be different from that currently being planned by the City and other local
agencies
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. Regional non-Project generated demands on infrastructure and utility improvements to be
constructed as a part of the Project may exceed either the short run or the long run
allocated capacities for such demands

(D,q. S e.e.c(1)-(3).)

Based on the analysis and conclusions in the NBC ElR, the City imposed mitigation
measures on the development of the NBC Project "to the fullest extent the City considers feasible
and necessary." (D.A. S 9.9.c.) Further, the City specifically found that "phased completion of the
Project in the manner contemplated will itself provide the mitigation measures needed to alleviate
short run and long run potential adverse environmental impacts, and that the public benefits of the
Project override any potential adverse environmental impacts which may arise during the
development period." (/d.) The City cedified the NBC EIR on October 20,1992.

Additionally, as discussed in more detail in the DSD October 19, 2006 Memorandum,
environmental analyses prepared for other projects since approval of the NBC EIR have
addressed environmental impacts in the Downtown San Diego area. (See October 19, 2006,
DSD Memorandum at 2-3.) These environmental reviews assumed - and thus incorporated
into their analysis and conclusions - buildout of the NBG Project as delineated in the
Devefopment Agreement's Development Plan and Urban Design Guidelines. ( ld.) As a result,
environmental impacts resulting from any changed circumstances since the NBC EIR have
been evaluated in light of the proposed NBC Project development.

For example, the most recent environmental review is the 2006 Downtown Community
Plan Environmental lmpact Report, cedified by the Redevelopment Agency and the Council on
February 28,2006 ("the Downtown Community Plan ElR"). The Downtown Community Plan
EIR assumed the development of the NBC Project and assumed buildout as outlined in the NBC
Development Agreement. Further, the Downtown Community Plan EIR incorporated the NBC
Project's anticipated land uses and building square footages into its figures and impact analysis.
(See October 19, 2006, DSD Memorandum at 3.) Specifically, the 2006 Downtown Community
Plan EIR analyzed potentially significant environmental impacts on the very environmental
issues raised in the Trowbridge and Rhodes appeals including seismicity and geological
hazards; transportation circulation, access and parking; land use and planning; hydrology and
water quali ty; and public faci l i t ies and services, among others.

C. GCDC's Environmental Consistency Determination Under CEQA Section
21166 That The Navy Broadway Gomplex Project Does Not Require Further
Environmental Review.

The NBC Project Development Agreement specifically limits any subsequent
environmental review of the NBC Project. This limitation is consistent with CEQA. CAL. PuB.
RES. C9DE S 21166. The Agreement states: "no subsequent or supplemental environmental
impact report shall be required by the City for the subsequent implementation of the [NBC]
Project unless required by the criteria set forth in Section 21166." (Agreement $ 9.9.c.)
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According to CEQA and as required under the Development Agreement, DSD
conducted an environmental consistency analysis of the proposed NBC projeJt under Section
21166. On October 19, 2006, Robert Manis, Assistant Deputy Director of DSD, issued a
memorandum to James T. Waring, the City's Deputy Chief of tanO Use and Economic
pevel_oq1ent, regarding the CEQA environmental coniistency analysis for the NBC project
("the.DSD Memo")'  DSD considered the proposed NBC projecicomponents and found that i t  is
consistent with the project described in the 199O EIR in terms of uses and intensity.

DSD found that the NBC EIR (1) analyzed the NBC Project in sufficient detait, (2)
assumed buildout of the surrounding area consistent with land uie plans, and (3) identified
adequate mitigation measures for potentially significant impacts resuiting from the' proj"ct io
reduce any impacts to a level of insignificance. DSD concluded that Jnder CEQA dection
21166, none of the triggering "events" or exceptions to the presumption against furtnLr
environmental review have occurred, and that as a result, there is no need'to conduct additional
environmental review of the proposed NBC project.

cCDc also considered consistency of the NBC Project and the Navy Broadway
Complex Master Plan. On October 20,2Q06, CCDC issued a mernorandum stai ing that the
CCDC Board had determined that there are no substantial changes proposed in the NBC
Project, no substantial changes in the Project circumstances, and no new information available
that wil l  require major revisions of the NBC EIR/ElS.

On October 25,2006, CCDC formally adopted DSD's CEQA consistency analysis anddetermined that an exception under Section 21166 does not exist with respect to the proposed
NBC Project and, thus, further environmental review of the NBC project is not required.

lll. lssues RAISED lru Tne Appents Tnnr Arracx Tne ADEouAcy or Tnr NBc pno.lecr EIR
Ane Nor Rerevarur Uruoen CEQA SEcIoN 21166.

Section 21166 does not provide a basis for re-evaluation of the sufficiency of theprevious environmental review. (see ALARM, 12 cal. App. 4th at 17g3-g4.) Despite ihe clearl imits in the question before CCDC and the Council ,  both'the Trowbridge anO nnoOe.,pp.rf,
attack the suff iciency of the NBC EIR and ask the Council  to rnake it l  tnoing under Section21166 based on th_ose sufficiency arguments. Because such argument is irrelevant underSection 21166, the Council may and should disregard the appeals'Jttacks on the sufficiency ofNBC EIR,

The City conclusively evaluated and determined the legal and environmental sufficiencyof the NBC Project EIR under CEQA. After extensive public comment and environmental
evaluation, the City certified the NBC EIR in 1992.

California Public Resources Code section 21167.2 mandates that a certified EIR beconclusively presumed adequate and valid. (River Vattey Pres. project, 37 Cal. App. 4th at178.) The purpose of this presumption is "to preclude reopening of the CEeA process,, - even
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in atypical cases where the original EIR is actually discovered to have been inaccurate or
misleading . (ld.; citing Laurel Heights //, 6 Cal. 4th at 1 130.)

There is no duty under CEQA to prepare a new EIR whenever "any new, arguably
significant information or data" is proposed, "regardless of whether the information reveals
environmental bad news." (Laurel Heights //, 6 Cal. 4th at 1126.) And even in cases where
there is found to be a substantial increase in the severity of an environmental impact, CEQA
does not require supplemental environmental review as long as mitigation measures are
adopted that reduce the impact to a level of insignificance. (ld. at 1 130; River Valley Pres.
Project,3T Cal. App. 4th at 168.)

CEQA aims for adequacy, completeness and a good faith effort at disclosure - not
progressive perfection. (14 CAL. Cooe REGS S 15151; City of Freemontv. San Francisco Bay
Area Rapid Transit Dist.,34 Cal. App. 4th 1780, 1786 (1995).) Thus as a matter of law, CEQA
favors finality after an EIR is certified and does not allow for further environmental review unless
it is necessary to explore substantial changes that would require major revisions of the prior
ElR. (Cal .  PuB. RES. CoDE S 21166.)

Despite this clear standard under CEQA, the Trowbridge and Rhodes appeals go to
great lengths to attack the sufficiency of the NBC ElR. For example, in its executive summary
the Trowbridge appeal specifically states that the appeal is based on two "crucial" assertions,
the primary one being that "the 1990 project-specific Broadway Complex [ElR] is fatally flawed
... and is not legally sufficienf to justify the Environmental consistency finding by [CCDC]."
(Trowbridge Appeal ("T.A.") at 3 (emphasis added).) This argurnent and all other such
arguments raised in the appeals attacking the NBC EIR are irrelevant under Section 21166.

Moreover, appeals based on the sufficiency of the NBC EIR are time-barred. The
statute of limitations for challenging an EIR is 30 days after the agency files a notice of
determination, or 180 days after agency approval if no notice of determination is filed. (Cnl.
PuB. RES. CoDE S 21167(b); 14 Cnl. Coor REGS S 15112(c)(1)&(5)) The City certif ied and
approved the NBC EIR in 1992. The time to challenge the sufficiency of the NBC EIR has long
expired.

lV. Tne Councr SnoulD UpHoLD GCDC's Eruvlnoruuerurat CottsrsrENcy Derenurruarrorl
Uruorn CEQA Srcroru 21166

Section 21166 provides that once an EIR has been certified, no subsequent or
supplemental EIR shall be required, unless one or more of the following "triggering conditions"
occur:

. Subsfantial changes are proposed in the project which will require major revisions
of the environmental impact report.
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The Trowbridge and Rhodes appeals argue that circumstances have changed since the
1990 NBC EIR was cert i f ied in 1992; however, the appeals fai l  to provide that any changes in
circumstance are (1) substantial, (2) involve new or more severe project impacts that have not
been addressed, and (3) require major revisions to the NBC ElR.

1. Geology and Seismicityr

For example, both the Trowbridge and the Rhodes appeals cite changes in scientific
knowledge of seismic faults and seismic technology since 1990 as a change in circumstances
triggering the need for further environmental review, However, both the NBC EIR and the 2006
Downtown Community Plan EIR - which assumes buildout of the NBC Project currently
proposed - analyze seismic hazards in detail.

Additionally, any impacts that relate to geology and seismic hazards will be adequately
mitigated to a level of insignificance by compliance with today's building and safety codes, and
regulations enforced by the State and local agencies. Enforcement of such codes and
regulations minimizes earthquake-related risks for new and existing development. These codes
and regulations include the current Uniform Building Code, City of San Diego Ordinances, City
of San Diego Fault and Liquefaction Zones, and the Alquist-Priolo Zone Act. (See 2006
Downiown Community Plan EIR at S 4.5.4.4.)

The NBC Project EIR seismic study specif ical ly found that: "[] ike any other important
structure in dqwntown San Diego, design studies for future projects should consider the
likelihood of strong seismic shaking within the design life of structures. Earthquake resistant
design.,. would reduce potential damagefrom earthquakes." (1990 NBC Project ElSAppendix
F S 4 Woodward-Clyde Consultants Geologic, Seismic and Geotechnical Study at 11.) The
NBC EIR also noted that: "[t ]he City of San Diego Municipal Code includes a geologic hazards
ordinance which requires geologic hazards investigations for new buildings over two stories in
height in all of downtown San Diego.' (1990 NBC Project EIS Appendix F $ 4 Woodward-Clyde
Consultants Geologic, Seismic and Geotechnical Study at 7.)

Earthquake resistant design of impodant or critical structures in settings such as
Downtown San Diego necessarily considers results of site-specific probabilistic seismic hazard
analysis. Thus, the NBC EIR concluded that "[d]esign measures to withstand geologic hazards
would reduce adverse effects to less than significant." (1990 NBC Project EIS at xv.)

Under today's building and safety codes and regulations, potential seismic impacts of
the NBC Project are either not significant or will be mitigated to below a level of significance.
The NBC Project Development Agreement specifically requires that the construction standards
and specifications for buildings and structures developed in the NBC Project "only shall be those
City construction standards and specifications in effect at the time that any building permits are
issued."  (D.4.  S 5.3.)
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Further, the NBC EIR concluded that while "it is generally considered economically
unfeasible to build a totally earthquake resistant project... [i]n this regard, the seismic hazard
associated with the INBC P]roject is not considered appreciably different than nearby areas of
downtown San Diego and most of coastal San Diego.' (1990 NBC Project EIS Appendix F S 4
Woodward-Clyde Consultants Geologic, Seismic and Geotechnical Study at 11-12.)

The Development Agreement also requires that the NBC Project comply with the
Mitigation Monitoring Plan prepared as a part of the NBC Project 1990 environmental review.
"Adherence to this plan wil l  insure that the mit igation measures identif ied in the Final EIR and
Final EIS are actually incorporated into the Project. The Navy agrees that it will require its
lessee to implement al l  aspects of the plan." (D.A. S 9.9.b.)

Additionally, the Council may consider the Geotechnical and Geologic Fault Investigation
conducted by Geocon, Inc., for the Manchester Pacific Gateway Navy Administration Building
Phase 1 , finalized in July 2006. A copy of this Project site-specific study has been provided to
DSD and CCDC. The Geocon 2006 NBC Project Site Study evaluated soil and geologic
conditions and groundwater, and geologic hazards, including but not limited to, faulting and
seismicity and liquefaction. This study recently analyzed the potential geologic impacts of the
proposed NBC Project development under current standards. The study's investigation did not
find signs of faulting at the Site. The Geocon study concluded that no significant geologic
hazards were observed and the Site is suitable for the proposed development,

2. Parks and Open Space

The appeals do not establish that there has been a substantial change in circumstances
with respect to the NBC Project's impact on parks and open space. To the contrary, the
proposed NBC Project will create 5.43 acres of open space - which is approximately 45o/o of the
development site - including a 1.9 acre park, at Broadway and Harbor Drive, and 3.5 acres of
additional open space that will be enjoyable as plazas, park-like landscape areas and open air
gathering spaces. The NBC Project Manchester Pacific Gateway Master Plan also includes a
special open space amenity, the Gateway Paseo, extending from Broadway south to Seaport
Vil lage, which wil l  be a dynamic new pedestrian urban space dist inguished by plazas, walks,
lawns, fountains, public art and alfresco seating.

Any increased Downtown development since 1990 and impacts from other projects on
parks and open space are not NBC Project speciflc impacts that require rnajor revisions to the
NBC EIR under Section 21166. Further, any impact of the NBC Project on the current makeup
of the Downtown area on parks and open space was sufficiently considered in the 2006
Downtown Community Plan ElR.

The proposed NBC Project includes the 1.9 acre community park required under the
Development Agreement and assumed in the NBC ElR, and exceeds the total amount of open
space originally anticipated. Whereas the 1992 Development Agreement specified 2.9 acres of
open space, the proposed NBC Project will create 5.43 acres of total open space at the City's
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waterfront NBC Project site. Moreover, the Gateway Paseo will significantly increase open
space Downtown and, in line with a central feature of the 2006 Downtown Community Plan ElR,
increase public access to the waterfront.

The NBC Project's dedication to open space not only satisfies any obligation of the
Development Agreement - it exceeds the Development Agreement's requirements and will
create even more open space which is beneficial and certainly not evidence of a new or more
severe project impact requiring further environmental review.

3. Parking and Traffic

The appeals also argue that there are changes in circumstances related to parking and
traffic impacts from other projects and development in the Downtown area that require further
environmental review. Changes in traffic and parking since 1990, however, are not NBC Project
impacts and do not require major revisions to the NBC ElR. Because the proposed NBC
Project is consistent with the Project uses and intensity assumed in the NBC ElR, the project
specific impacts do not need further review. Any new impacts of other projects - such as
impacts caused by cruiseships or other commercial and residential development - are too
speculative and not a NBC Project specif ic impact requir ing major revisions to the NBC ElR.

The 2006 Downtown Community Plan EIR assumed buildout associated with the
proposed use and intensity of the NBC Project. The 2006 Downtown Community Plan EIR
thoroughly raised and analyzed transportation circulation, access and parking environmental
impacts under current Downtown conditions. Further consideration of these issues is not
required.

4. Public Services and Public Safety

The appeals also criticize the City's current public services resources and argue that the
issue is a basis for re-opening environmental review of the NBC Project. (T.A. at 17-19.) This
argument fails to raise an issue under Section 21166, however, because any such impact is
outside the scope of CEQA.

Pursuant to sections 15126.2(a) and 15382 of the CEQA Guidelines, impacts to public
services are only evaluated in light of whether an impact would result in a physical change in the
environment. For example, the need to add public services staff or facilities to meet a future
need will only be considered a significant environmental impact if it would require constructing a
new physicalfaci l i ty and thus result in a physical change in the environment.

The Trowbridge appeal has not identified any evidence to suggest that any necessary
increase in public services wil l  result in a physical change to the environment. Addit ionally, the
ability of downtown police and fire facilities to meet the anticipated demand of downtown
development has already been raised, analyzed and discussed in the 2006 Downtown
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Community Plan ElR. The 2006 Downtown Community Plan EIR specifically found this issue to
be outside the scope of CEQA review. (2006 Downtown Community Plan EIR S 1.5.3.)

Further, any alleged current inadequacy of the City's public services is not an impact of
the NBC Project development. The City must, of course, ensure that adequate police and fire
protection and emergency medical services are available to its downtown residents and guests.
But this is a City budget issue - not a NBC Project environrnental impact. Any future City
budget decisions regarding development impact fees and the expenditure of public services
resources are not a NBC project impact and are far too speculative for environmental review.
(See 14 Cal.  CooE REGS S 15145.)

The Trowbridge appeal also cites national tragedy and "[t]he rise of urban terrorism in
the USA and the war on terro/' as "changed circumstances that could not have been predicted
in 1990." (T.A. at 19.) But this citation to the "war on terro/' is nothing more than an appeal to
fear and sympathy and is irrelevant to the Section 21166 issue before the Council. The United
Sates Navy and Manchester will, of course, take every precaution in military and building safety
codes and security to protect the City and the population that will enjoy the NBC Project
development's office, retail, hotel and cultural amenities. The Trowbridge appeal's speculative
fears do not necessitate supplernental environmental review under Section 21166(b).

C. The Council  Has Not Been Presented With Any Evidence That New
lnformation Of Substantial lmportance To The NBG Project Exists.

The appeals also seek further review pursuant to Section 21166(c), which provides that
subsequent or supplemental review will be required only where "[n]ew information, which was
not known and could not have been known at the t ime the environmental impact report was
certified as complete, becomes available." "New information" means something more than just
referring to new data, new technology or new law. In fact, information appearing after approval
of an EIR for a project generally does nof require the re-opening of the environmental review
process. (Chaparral Greens,50 Cal. App. 4th at 1150.)

Because the purpose of Section 21166 is to provide a degree of certainty and finality
after environmental review for a project is complete, the "new information" test for subsequent or
supplemental review under Section 21166(c) has three part icular concerns - each of which
must be satisfied to trigger preparation of an supplemental ElR. (ALARM, 12 Qal. App. 4th at
1800; cit ing 14 Cnl. Coor Rrcs g 15162(a)(3).) These concerns are:

. New information of substantial importance becomes available

. The new information was not known and could not have been known at the t ime the EIR
was certified
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. The new information shows either that the project will have one or more significant
effects not previously discussed in the previous EIR or that significant effects previously
examined will be substantially more severe than shown in the previous EIR

(ALARM, 12 Cal. App. 4th at 1800; cit ing 14 CAL. CoDE Recs $ 15162(a)(3) (emphasis added),)

The purported "new information" in the appeals includes (1) advancements in scientific
knowledge and technology related to seismicity and geology, and (2) new water laws. But this
additional information presented by the appeals does not rise to the level of "new information"
under Section 21166(c) and, therefore, does not require further environmental review of the
NBC Project.

1. Advancements in Scientif ic Knowledge and Technology

Both the Trowbridge and the Rhodes appeals raise the fact that current scientific
knowledge and technology related to the study of environmental issues have advanced since
the NBC ElR. However, advancements in scientific knowledge and technology alone do not
automatically require the reopening of a certified EIR for supplemental review under Section
21166. lf that were the standard, environmental review of any project would never be complete
because scientific knowledge and technology continually advance.

Moreover, the new information that the appeals claim was not previously available was,
in fact, sufficiently anticipated in the NBC ElR. For example, the Rhodes appeal claims that "a
very significant change in information that was not in the original EIR is the major change in the
status of the Rose Canyon Fault Zone" and the fact that "in the mid-1990's, San Diego was
redesignated to UBC Seismic Zone 4, the highest zone of ground shaking hazard, from Seismic
Zone 3," (Rhodes Appeal ("R.A.') at 2.) But this exact information was expressly contemplated
in the NBC EIR and, as a result, the information may not be considered "new" under Section
21166(c). The NBC EIR's seismology study specifically notes that "[t]he coastal zone of San
Diego, including the downtown area, is currently assigned to UBC Seismic Zone 3. Based on
our recent conversations with the Structural Engineers Associafion of San Diego, strong
consideration is heing given to changing coastal San Diego from Zone 3 to Zone 4. The
US Navy has historically considered San Diego to be Zone 4." (1990 NBC Project EIS
Appendix F, S 4 Woodward-Clyde Consultants Geologic, Seismic and Geotechnical Study at
11)

2. Water Quality and Water Law

Similarly, the new information regarding water quality and water law presented in the
appeals does not present any environmental impacts that have not already been raised and
addressed by the City. The 2006 Downtown Community Plan ElR, which assumes buildout of
the proposed NBC Project, contains a significant discussion about current water quality in the
San Diego Bay and analyzes issues related to hydrology and water quality under current law
and the standards cited by the appeals. (2006 Downtown Community Plan EIR at $ 5.9.)
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Fufther, new development in the project area will likely help to improve water quality because of
the redevelopment of old structures, elimination of concrete cover, and the development of
vegetative parks and open space. (See, e.9., 2006 Downtown Community Plan EIR at
s 5.e.3.1.)

None of the issues raised in the appeals rise to level of "new information" of substantial
importance to NBC Project specific impacts under Section 21166(c). (See ALARM, 12 Cal.
App. 4th at 1800; cit ing 14 Cnl. Coor REGS $ 1 5162(a)(3).)

V. PUBLIC PARTICTPATIOIT IS NOT REOUIREo To DerrRmlrue WnerneR SUBSEoUEHT OR
Supplenaerural ETvTRoNMENTAL Revew ls NEcEssAny Uruoen SEcfloN 21166.

Contrary to the position taken in the Trowbridge appeal, the time for public comment on
the environmental review of the NBC Project has expired. As a matter of law, there is no
requirement under CEQA that public notice and an opportunity to comment be provided in
connection with a determination of whether a subsequent or supplemental EIR is necessary
under Section 21166. (See ALARM, 12 Cal. App.4th at 1804.) Signif icant public part icipation
and comment were part of the NBC EIR and the subsequent environmental reviews associated
with projects since the NBC EIR that contemplated the NBC Project.

Moreover, although the opportunity for public comment on the environmental review has
closed, the public is still participating in the ongoing approval processes associated with the
NBC Project development. For instance, CCDC recently held a meeting to discuss the approval
process of the NBC Project and approximately 550 members of the public attended. Also, the
January 9, 2007 City Council hearing is open to the public and it is expected that there will
continue to be extensive public padicipation in the City's discussion of the NBC Project.

VI. Tne UNITeD STATES NaW REcENTLY ISSUED A FIT.IoII.Ic Or No SIcruIrIceruT IMPAcT.

On November 22,2006, the Department of Defense and the Departmeni of the Navy
issued a finding of no significant impact under federal law, the National Environmental Policy
Act ('NEPA"), regarding the proposed NBC Project and the 1992 Development Agreement.
(See Finding of No Signif icant lmpact ("FONS|") dated November 22,2006.) Specif ical ly, DOD
and the Deparlment of the Navy found that the 1992 Development Agreement between the City
of San Diego and the U.S. Navy for redevelopment of the Navy Broadway Complex (1) wil l  not
have a significant effect on the human environment, and (2) will not have a significant impact to
environmental quali ty. (See td.)

Although CEQA and NEPA are separate regulatory schemes - the concerns addressed
under each are the same and the statutory purposes are aligned - thus, the Council may rely on
the federal finding as evidence that supplemental environmental analysis of the NBC Project is
not required under Section 21166.
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CEQA's role in the approval of the NBC Project is complete. All NBC Project
environmental impacts have been adequately raised and considered. The City determined that
environmental impacts will not be significant or will be mitigated to a level of insignificance by
compliance with the Mitigation Monitoring Plan and today's building and safety codes and
regulations.

The Manchester Pacific Gateway NBC Project is an exciting once-in-a-century
opportunity for the City that will provide extraordinary and significant community benefits for
generations of San Diegans and the City's guests. We urge the Council to support this
landmark development and uphold CCDC's environmental consistency determination under
CEQA Section 21166.

Sincerely,
A/ '  

-  
-#, ,*/  /V--

/ , -  /
S1r;v{rtfA. Strauss

/
cc: Papa Doug Manchester

Perry M. Dealy, President, Manchester Development
Nancy Graham, President, Centre City Development Corporation
Huston Carlyle, Chief Deputy City Attorney
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